SEMESTER LEARNING EVENTS
FOR CONGREGATIONS ON
THE LEAD JOURNEY
LEADING THROUGH UNEXPECTED REALITIES
None of us saw this coming. A PANDEMIC, followed by
an ECONOMIC CRISIS, in the midst of tensions growing
around RACISM.
Yet, we can keep our commitment to each other on this
journey, through the whirlwind around us. We can
stay out of survival mode together, by seeing how the
Holy Spirit is moving through us. This whirlwind of
change is disrupting the church as we know it. We are
holding tight to our trust that God has got us, along with
the whole world.
Your congregation’s future is important to us.
We are called to pivot our work, for the
rest of 2020, to a digital learning community.
We have designed this just for you.
Fall 2020 marks a new era for
LEAD as we share the LEAD
Journey Online. (Thanks to those
of you who were part of our pilot.)
This will be a new way of learning, rather
than our usual seminar season.

IF YOU HAVE BEEN ON THE LEAD JOURNEY:
We will evaluate our starting place
together. No pressure. Give yourself grace
as we create a new path together.

NEW: 2 LEARNING EVENTS PER SEMESTER WITH PEOPLE
ON THE LEAD JOURNEY FROM ACROSS THE COUNTRY.

IMPORTANT: We will start where you are. We know
you feel exhausted and behind your hopes for this
year. We will slow down just enough to find our
center, and move together.

Stay with us. The whirlwind will unleash
new ways to be the church, to grow
faith and to understand how much
God loves this world.

Expect to pray, learn, work
and lead others.
Think of this as an unprecedented
experiment we will do together.
How will this work?
Instead of bringing your team to a seminar, you will
register them for online learning. You will stay in your
same cohort, and learn with others from across the
country who are in this same place on the journey.
As always, the pace is yours to set based on the needs
of your new experience and your congregation.
As always, you will be surrounded by:
• Experienced Consultants
• Professional Coaches
• Proven Processes
• Peer Learning Community
• Case Study Work
• Sustainable Leadership Formation over Time
• Congregational Tools
Your Congregation’s Commitment:
• The pastor and 4-8 LEAD Team members register for
online learning.
• The pastor and team will set aside the following
Saturdays for the Fall Online season:
Pastors Orientation: Aug 2020
Learning Events: Sept 2020 / Nov 2020
• 60-minute coaching session for pastor and facilitator
• Access to WiFi and a device for Zoom
• Willingness to do your best work
LEAD’s Commitment to you:
• To bring you our best learning, and to learn with you.
• To support your church council each month.
• To support you with consultants who are
practitioners.
• To encourage and stir up the Holy Spirit with faithful
coaches and great questions.
• To walk together into the unknown.

